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   一、中外刑法学界关于该问题的主要观点 


































Chapter1 The meaning of criminal action and negative crime 
Section1 The meaning of negative crime 
Section2 The meaning of criminal action 
   Subsection1 Theories of our country about criminal action 
   Subsection2 Compare of theories of common law system 
   Subsection3 Author’s viewpoint 
Chaper2  Analyse of the action of negative crime 
Section1 The action of negative crime 
Section2  The confliction between negative crime and the principle 
of legal crime theory 
   Subsection1 Main viewpoints of domestic and overseas theories  
   Subsection2 Author’s viewpoint 
Chapter3  The composing of negative crime and the origin of obligation 
that the individual should deserve  
Section1 The classification of the origin of the obligation  
Section2 The research of the obligation that arose from previously 
behavior 
 Subsection1 The condition that previously behavior is obligation of 
negative crime 
 Subsection2 Whether or not criminal action is a kind of previous 
action 
Subsection3 Whether or not self-defence is a kind of previous action 
Section3  Moral obligation can or not be the origin of negative crime 
Chapter4 The casual relationship of negative crime 
Chapter5 The limitation and mending of our criminal law 















Section2 The analyse of some lists of criminal law 
Subsection1 The analyse of crime of misuse of authority 
   Subsection2 The analyse of crime of traffic offence 
Section3 The advice about how to amend criminal law 
   Subsection1 General principles 




















































































Negative crime is a important kind of crime, its importantance is not less than 
normal  crime. 
The article analyses the meaning of negative crime in terms of comparatively 
analyse，and trys to explain the legislation of negative crime, the defects of current 
legislation.  
There are five chapters except Preface and Conclusion. Each will be summarized 
as following: 
Chapter1. Chapter1mainly explains the meaning and classification of negative 
crime. 
Chapter 2. The chapter explains that negative action whether or not can be looked 
as real action in terms of criminal law. 
Chapter3. The chapter explains the sources of the obligation of negative crime, 
mainly explains that moral obligation is nor not a obligation of  negative crime. 
Chapter 4. The chapter mainly explains the casual relationship of negative crime. 
Chapter5.The chapter explains the defects of current criminal legislation and 
some legislative advice. 
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